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Jordan Dane - Bio
After Jordan Dane sold her first 3-books in
auction to Avon/HarperCollins in June 2006,
her debut title – No One Heard Her Scream –
held more significance. Everyone heard her
scream! And that went double for the next
3-book thriller series she sold to Avon in
May 2007 before she had any books on the
shelves.
Avon/Harpercollins launched Jordan Dane’s debut suspense novels in a back
to back publishing event in Spring 2008 after buying the 3-book series in
auction. Ripped from the headlines, Jordan's gritty plots weave a tapestry of
vivid settings, intrigue, and dark humor. Publishers Weekly compared her
intense pacing to Lisa Jackson, Lisa Gardner, and Tami Hoag—romantic
suspense that ―crosses over into plain thriller country‖. And her debut novel
NO ONE HEARD HER SCREAM was named Publishers Weekly
Best Book of 2008 and Romantic Times Magazine nominated NO ONE
LIVES FOREVER as Best Intrigue Novel of 2008.
Formerly an energy sales manager in the oil and gas industry, she now is
following her passion to write full time. Jordan and her husband share their
residence with two cats of highborn lineage and the memory of an intelligent,
impossible to forget canine.

www.JordanDane.com

Praise for Jordan Dane - No One Heard Her Scream
"Jordan Dane has crafted a debut novel with thrills and chills that blend
beautifully with human pathos and emotions. A wonderful new author
who sets you up on a roller-coaster, rising, falling, twisting--she's not to
be missed!"
—Heather Graham, New York Times Bestselling Author

"Jordan Dane's debut romantic suspense sizzles with an effective blend of hot romance
and cold suspense. Intense and satisfying."
—Allison Brennan, New York Times Bestselling Author

"No One Heard Her Scream has it all. High stakes romance, riveting gritty suspense and
engaging characters. Jordan Dane is a fabulous new voice."
—Cindy Gerard, New York Times Bestselling Author

"Thrills and chills from the very first page to the last-Jordan Dane will make you think
twice before you ever walk alone in the dark again."
—Robin Burcell-Award-winning Author

"Jordan Dane is a brand-new star on the horizon of women's fiction. Her style is
gritty-her writing sharp and concise. Her first novel, No One Heard Her Scream, is
a roller-coaster ride of nail-biting suspense and heart-stopping emotion. I couldn't
put the book down and didn't want it to be over."
—Sharon Sala, New York Times Bestselling Author

"Strap yourselves in, folks! Mega-talented author Jordan Dane will wring your emotions
dry as she takes you on a wild ride in this taut, riveting tale of murder, intrigue and
redemption. An incredible piece of work from a new author-I've already got my order in
for her next."
—Merline Lovelace, USA Today Bestselling Author

"Jordan Dane crafts nail-biting thrillers with fully-realized but very damaged characters, and
plots that twist and turn and double-back to bite the unwary. Her novels are 21st Noir with guts
and heart and a wicked sense of humor."
—Jonathan Maberry, multiple Bram Stoker Award-winning author

Praise for Jordan Dane
For No One Heard Her Scream
***Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2008-Mass Market***
"...a dynamite debut... Dane's smooth style, believable characters and intense pacing
will remind readers of Lisa Jackson, Lisa Gardner and Tami Hoag. While Dane's
debut is being marketed as romantic suspense, it crosses over into plain thriller
country: the tight plotting and the male characters are exceptional, bad guys and
good."
—Publishers Weekly
"A new romantic suspense talent has arrived, and readers are going to experience
back-to-back releases of her first three books. Pulling no punches with this exciting
debut, Dane quickly establishes her credentials as a promising new star. A tough,
driven heroine and a sexy, mysterious hero give this story plenty of cutting-edge
action and riveting suspense. HOT."
—Romantic Times Book Reviews—Four Stars—A Compelling Page Turner

"Terrific debut. Jordan Dane has got the goods and she delivers them with a knock
out ending. Another great new author to watch."
—Crimespree Magazine, March/April 2008, The Buzz Box
Praise for No One Left to Tell
"Rising star Dane really showcases her talents in this second of her three back-to-back
releases. The characters in this gritty tale are vivid and real, with emotions that range
from love to twisted evil. As happens all too often, secrets don't stay buried—but they
sure make for riveting reading!"
—TOP PICK 4.5 Stars—Jill M. Smith, Romantic Times Magazine
Praise for No One Lives Forever
***Romantic Times Magazine nominee for Best Romantic Intrigue 2008***
"The final book in Dane's outstanding launch trilogy picks up shortly after No One Left
to Tell. Heavy with atmosphere and creeping danger, this page-turning thrill ride is
unforgettable! Rarely does an author make such an impact in such a short span of time."
—RT TOP PICK 4.5 Stars—Jill M. Smith, Romantic Times Book Review
"White knuckle suspense. Very original."
—Mystery Scene Magazine, A Mystery Lovers Bookshop Review

No One Heard Her Scream
Avon HarperCollins
ISBN 978-0-0612-5278-5
April 2008
―Intense and satisfying."
—Allison Brennan, NYT Bestseller
―Jordan Dane is a fabulous new voice."
—Cindy Gerard, NYT Bestseller
―I couldn't put the book down and didn't
want it to be over."
—Sharon Sala, NYT Bestseller
―Thrills and chills that blend beautifully with
human pathos and emotions.‖
—Heather Graham, NYT Bestseller

Burdened by Grief, She Hunts a Killer
They never found her sister’s body, but Detective Rebecca Montgomery knows
her murderer is still out there. In the five months since Danielle went missing,
there have been two more brutal abductions. A savage menace stalks the women
of San Antonio and therelentless detective will do anything to find him.

And a Seductive Stranger Shadows Her Every Move
But her latest case—the discovery of a young woman’s remains inside the wall of
a burned-down theater—plunges Rebecca from her grief into a brand-new nightmare.
She soon meets handsome, mysterious Diego Galvan at the crime scene and his
shadowy connections will lead to her first break in both cases. But when Rebecca
submits to his considerable powers of seduction, she will leave herself vulnerable to
a merciless killer . . . and when he attacks, no one will hear her scream.

No One Left to Tell
Avon HarperCollins
ISBN 978-0-0612-5375-1
May 2008
―A fabulous new voice."
—Cindy Gerard, NYT Bestseller
―A brand-new star on the horizon of
women's fiction.‖
—Sharon Sala, NYT Bestseller
―A talent worth watching."
—Amanda Stevens - Award-winning Author
―I've already got my order in for her next."
—Merline Lovelace, USA Today Bestseller

A Dark Message
The body of a brutally slain man is found on the holy grounds of a chapel,
and a cryptic message pinned to his chest unravels the lives of people touched
by a dark secret. Detective Raven MacKenzie and her partner uncover the dead
man’s connection to a powerful woman crime boss, leading them to her mysterious
head of security, Christian Delacorte, who soon becomes the prime suspect.

Triggers his Nightmares
Yet when Raven sifts through Christian’s past, she discovers the man is plagued by
deeply rooted nightmares –and a shadowy childhood tragedy linking him to the case.
Convinced his past holds the key to finding the real killer, she defies her partner,
following her gut instincts and trusting her undeniable bond with Christian.

And Arouses a Killer
But Raven shares her own date with destiny when she crosses paths with a heartless
killer. And when he unleashes his rage, there will be no one left to tell.

No One Lives Forever
Avon HarperCollins
ISBN 978-0-0612-5376-8
June 2008
―Hot romance and cold suspense.
Intense and satisfying."
—Allison Brennan, NYT Bestseller
―Jordan Dane will make you think twice before
you ever walk alone in the dark again."
—Robin Burcell-Award-winning Author

"High suspense and hot sex...all in the
first degree."
—Maggie Price, Award-winning Author

Nothing is What It Seems
Born to a childhood pitted by violence, Christian Delacorte is desperate for
peace when he embarks on a new life with the woman he loves, Detective Raven
MacKenzie. But soon, his old life comes calling—in the tempting form of a
mysterious woman assassin.

When A Deadly Seductress Comes Calling
Jasmine Lee barges into his Chicago flat, determined to collect an old marker
from Christian. He owes her—big time—and she needs his help freeing her kidnapped
lover and employer, Nicholas Charboneau—a powerful mogul linked to Chicago’s
underworld and the money man behind a secluded South American genetics facility.
Christian doesn’t trust her—or her motives—but Jasmine entices him to leave Raven
behind, when she reveals his shocking connection to Charboneau.

And A Lethal Race Against Time Begins
Christian has seven days to attempt an impossible rescue of the father he never knew.
And when Brazil proves to be fertile ground for corruption and a woman assassin with
ulterior motives makes a lousy ally, Christian is alone to face the stark reality that
no one lives forever . . .. . . and he might be the next to die.

Evil Without A Face
Avon HarperCollins
ISBN 978-0061474125
Feb 2009
"Jordan Dane's EVIL WITHOUT A FACE is
one WOW! of a book. Non-stop action,
hold-your-breath suspense, and terrific
characters who made it all real. What more
could you ask? I can not wait to have the
next Jordan Dane in my hot little hands."
—Mariah Stewart, New York Times Bestseller
"Jordan Dane is a gifted storyteller whose talent
shines on every page. EVIL WITHOUT A FACE
is intense, nonstop romantic suspense.
Impossible to put down!"
—Carla Neggers, New York Times Bestseller
―An intense thriller. Dane is the diva of flawed,
baggage-laden but likable heroine. With a
dazzlingly imaginative supporting cast of
characters, Dane pulls out all the stops.‖
~Publishers Weekly

Haunted and Obsessed
She sleeps with a Colt Python in her nightstand and her senses on alert—Jessica
Beckett isn't taking any chances. Hiding a chilling secret, living in a world of
snitches and felons, good cops and bad dreams, Jessica is a bounty hunter who
brings lowlifes to justice. But not even she can imagine what she'll face when she
tracks an online predator who has abducted a naive teenage girl.
Making Promises That Can't Be Kept
Former NFL quarterback Payton Archer swore to his sister that he'd find her only child.
But the police have no leads and the teen's trail has turned cold. Plagued by personal
demons, Payton's never considered himself a hero. But this time he has to be.
And Fighting a Faceless Enemy
Joining forces to save the seventeen-year-old girl, Payton and Jessica discover that she's
nothing but a pawn in an insidious, terrifying global conspiracy. They're battling a new
kind of criminal. And soon their race for answers will become a dangerous struggle
for survival.

The Wrong Side of Dead
Avon HarperCollins
ISBN 978-0061474132
Nov 2009

"The Wrong Side of Dead is an exciting
suspense thriller that pulls no punches.‖
—The Mystery Gazette

The Wrong Side of Dead is intense and
shudder producing! Jordan Dane is an
excellent suspense writer with just the
right amount of romance thrown in to
keep the story smoking hot!"
—4 1/2 Stars—The Romance Readers Connection

Facing the nightmare of their past is the only way out...
Mysterious computer wizard Seth Harper awakens in a bloody motel room
to find he's not alone. The vacant eyes of a grisly corpse stare accusingly
at him—the body of a young woman. Seth becomes the prime suspect for
a heinous murder. If only he could remember what happened.
His former employer, bounty hunter Jessie Beckett, is determined to prove
his innocence despite his gaps in memory. But when Seth is reluctant to
reveal his own dark secrets, she must earn his deepest trust. Against all
odds, she's in an uphill battle to save him—the man she hasn't stopped
thinking about since he disappeared from her life.
But his plight is not what it seems. And both Jessie and Seth must confront
the demons of their pasts—in the place where their nightmares began—before
Seth becomes a sacrificial lamb to a ruthless killer. With one fatal mistake,
more innocent lives could wind up on the wrong side of dead.

The Echo of Violence
Avon HarperCollins

ISBN 978-0061474149
Sept 2010
"Jordan Dane crafts nail-biting thrillers
with fully-realized but very damaged
characters, and plots that twist and turn
and double-back to bite the unwary. Her
novels are 21st Noir with guts and heart
and a wicked sense of humor."
—Jonathan Maberry, multiple Bram Stoker
Award-winning author

The man she'd trust with her heart could sabotage everything...
When terrorists attack a Haitian missionary school, brutally killing
their hostages and posting videos of the senseless murders online,
time is running out. Sentinels' agent Alexa Marlowe is forced into
an unlikely alliance with a relentless mercenary. But he is no stranger.
Jackson Kinkaid witnessed the raid, and only he can track the killers
to their mountain stronghold. Guarding a dark secret, rumored to sell
his services to the highest bidder, Jackson is not the same man Alexa
once knew. And although he can lead her to the terrorist leader she's
been ordered to take alive, how can she be sure he won't sabotage
her mission to save the one person who got him through the worst
nightmare of his life?

Book Cover Coming Soon

In the Arms of Stone Angels
Harlequin Teen
Apr 2011
Jordan Dane’s first
Young Adult Novel

―In the arms of stone angels, I‘m not afraid.‖
--Brenna Nash

Two years ago, Brenna did the unthinkable. She witnessed the aftermath of a murder and
accused her only true friend—the first boy she ever loved—of being a killer.
Now sixteen, Brenna returns to Oklahoma only to discover that Isaac ―White Bird‖ Henry
isn’t in juvie. The half-breed outcast is in a mental hospital, frozen in time, locked in his
mind at the worst moment of his life. And when Brenna touches him, she’s pulled into his
hellish vision quest, seeing terrifying demons and illusions she doesn’t understand.
Feeling isolated and alone, she’s up against the whole town, targeted by bullying former
classmates, a bigoted small town sheriff, and a tribe who refuses to help one of their own.
But when Brenna realizes she’s as trapped by the past as White Bird is, this time she won’t
turn her back on him. She’s the only one who can free them both.
Even if she has to expose her secret—a ―gift‖ she’s kept hidden her whole life.

For Excerpts and Articles on the Writing Process:
Visit Jordan at www.JordanDane.com where she provides articles geared for authors at various
stages of their writing careers from HOW TO craft articles slanted for the beginning author to
promotional advice for the established author wanting to make more of a promo budget. These
articles are updated periodically and can be found at JD’s FOR WRITERS page on her website.
Jordan also has her unique FIRST SALE story posted for those wanting the real insider scoop.

Contests:
Jordan holds periodic contests giving away cool free stuff and offering exclusives
to her mailing list members. Join JD’s mailing list on her webpage.

Promotional Items:
Promotional items such as excerpt booklets, bookmarks, signed bookplates may be obtained by
contacting Jordan at www.jordandane.com on her contact page.

Appearances:
See the APPEARANCES page on Jordan’s website for her current events’ schedule.

Interviews:
Want to learn more about Jordan and the shadowy world that keeps her up nights? Check
out these interviews:

Romance Radio – Nov 5, 2009
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/romanceradio/2009/11/05/jordan-danes-on-the-wrong-side-of-dead

Jordan Dane talks about her book THE WRONG SIDE OF DEAD (Avon Nov 2009),
Book #2 in the Sweet Justice thriller series.

Romance Radio – Feb 26, 2009
http://www.bringromance.com/podcasts/romance-radio-blogtalkradio-feed
Jordan Dane talks about her Sweet Justice novels with her editor, Lucia Macro at Avon/HarperCollins.

Book Trailers:
Jordan has several book trailer videos linked to her website on YouTube or at Barnes &
Noble or Border’s.

Foreign Rights Sold:
Avon HarperCollins has sold foreign rights to Blanvalet, a prestigious European
division of Random House located in Germany. JD’s first 3-book romantic thriller
series will be translated into German, her first international sale.
Avon HarperCollins also secured foreign rights to Oakla Publishing. This prestigious
publisher covers a broad list of genres in Japan, especially comics and magazines. All
three books in JD’s “No One” series will be translated into Japanese.

Workshops:
Jordan has given a number of workshops and spoken on several conference panels.
Below is a list of topics Jordan has participated in or presented, but she is also willing
to tailor something to fit a specific need.
•Hooks & Cliffhangers—Start with a BANG, leave ‗em wanting more!
•Making a Splash Online – Surfing the Internet
•Crime Doesn‘t Pay Enough or Does it?
•Thriller Bad Boys and Dirty Girls
•I'm Published. Now What?
•What Makes A Thriller? The art of crafting a thriller novel.

